
100% Business Rates Retention – Understanding & 

responding to the consultation 
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Session 1 – Funding Update 

• The outstanding issues from 2016/17 Settlement – where have we 

got to?

• Fair Funding Review

• Other funding announcements

• Analysis of statistical releases
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Final Settlement 2016/17 – outstanding issues 

• New Homes Bonus – result of consultation outstanding

• Improved Better Care Fund – a consultation outstanding

• Education Funding Reform – second stage of consultation pending

• Referendum limit

– General limits

– Applicability to Parish Councils

– Social Care Precept “It is the Secretary of State’s intention to revisit the regulations in 

respect of the years 2017-18 onwards, and require all billing authorities to include a 

separate line for the adult social care precept. Local authority views will be sought on 

this, and further regulations prepared in due course” (Letter, 16 February 2016)
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Four Year settlements

• Offered at provisional settlement for 2016/17 - information was limited on 

what the offer included and how to apply

• Final settlement - deadline for requesting this offer announced of 14 

October 2016

• Letter on 10 March plus annex to the letter clarified some, but not all, issues

• Covers RSG; Transitional Grant; RSDG

• Provides protection for 12% (2017/18); 8% (2018/19) and 5% (2019/20) of 

Core Spending Power from Final Settlement 2016/17

• Main debate is what the ‘efficiency plan’ looks like

– More than MTFP

– Period of the 4 year settlement

– Link to partners / devolution

– Benefits of certainty / impact upon reserves

• Conversely, what could lead to rejection? 
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Fair Funding Review

• ‘Fair Funding Review: Call for evidence on Needs and Redistribution’ (DCLG, July 

2016).

• The questions can be classified into five broad groups:

1. How to assess authorities’ relative levels of need;

2. Whether or not to update changes in local tax;

3. How to smooth the transition to new funding levels;

4. Whether or not to assess need at higher geographies; and

5. Whether additional incentives should be included in the needs assessment.
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Question Group 1 – How to assess relative needs?

• The first set of questions relate to the formulae used to assessed relative 

funding needs:

– Question 1 – What is your view on the balance between simple and 

complex funding formulae?

– Question 2 – Are there particular services for which a more detailed 

formula approach is needed, and – if so – what are these services?

– Question 3 – Should expenditure based regression continue to be used 

to assess councils’ funding needs?

– Question 4 – What other measures besides councils’ spending on 

services should we consider as a measure of their need to spend?

– Question 5 – What other statistical techniques besides those mentioned 

above should be considered for arriving at the formulae for distributing 

funding?

– Question 6 – What other considerations should we keep in mind when 

measuring the relative need of authorities?
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Question Group 1 – How to assess relative needs?

Implications

• Under the existing system, DCLG sets control totals for each service. It then 

uses its formulae to allocate funding between local authorities, subject to 

the constraints of these control totals

• The majority of these questions would affect how the quantum of funding 

available to authorities would be distributed

• Furthermore, there are no details provided on what the alternative allocation 

methods would look like. This means it is not possible to identify which 

authorities would benefit from, or be penalised by, the proposed changes 

implied by these questions
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Question Group 2 – How to account for local tax 

growth?

• Consultation question relating to council tax growth:

– Question 7 – What is your view on how we should take into account the 

growth in local taxes since 2013-14?
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Question Group 2 – How to account for local tax 

growth?

Implications

• This asks whether growth in council tax and business rates should be 

considered when taking into account the total resources available to local 

councils

• No details are provided on how local tax growth would be reflected in future 

funding allocations. For example, it is unclear whether this will apply to 

individual authorities, or whole groups of authorities (e.g. shire districts) 

• It would be reasonable to assume that those authorities that have seen 

faster local tax growth would be better off if the funding allocations ignored 

this increase in resources. Authorities that have seen slower or negative tax 

growth may benefit from have these lower tax levels being reflected in the 

funding allocations
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Question Group 3 – How to transition to new 

funding levels?

• Consultation questions relating to transitional protection:

– Question 8 – Should we allow significant step-changes in local 

authorities’ funding following the new needs assessment?

– Question 9 – If not, what are your views on how we should transition to 

a new funding distribution?
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Question Group 3 – How to transition to new 

funding levels?

Implications

• This issue is likely to represent a zero-sum game for authorities

• It is not possible to anticipate which authorities will benefit from, or be 

penalised by, changes to future funding allocations. Therefore, it is not 

possible to say which authorities would benefit from faster or slower 

transitions under the new system

• The exception is for authorities who were heavily reliant on floor protection 

in 2013/14, which are more likely to remain reliant on this protection in 

future, unless there is a radical change to the funding formulae 

• Similarly, authorities who were significantly above the funding floor in 

2013/14 are less likely to benefit from transitional protection in future 

(however, this could also change following any major changes to the 

funding formulae)
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Question Group 4 – Should need be assessed at 

higher geographies?

• Consultation questions relating to the level at which needs are assessed 

and funding is distributed:

– Question 10 – What are your views on a local government finance 

system that assessed need and distributed funding at a larger 

geographical area than the current system – for example, at the 

Combined Authority level?

– Question 11 – How should we arrive at the composition of these areas if 

we were to introduce such a system

– Question 12 – What other considerations would we need to keep in 

mind if we were to introduce such a system?
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Question Group 4 – Should need be assessed at 

higher geographies?

Implications

• The proposals suggest that funding could be distributed to larger 

geographical areas than shire districts, and that “it would be the role of the 

councils within the areas to manage of distribution of funding within them” 

(paragraph 2.21)

• One suggested approach involves allocating funding to Combined 

authorities and allowing them to lead the distribution of funding to their 

constituent councils

• Under this alternative system, individual authorities could receive more or 

less funding than they would have under a centralised funding distribution

• A risk is that shire districts as a whole could receive less funding, if 

resources were diverted away from lower-tier services to higher-tier ones 

(e.g. for social care)
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Question Group 5 – What incentives should be 

included?

• Consultation questions relating to incentives:

– Question 13 – What behaviours should the reformed local government 

finance system incentivise?

– Question 14 – How can we build these incentives into the assessment 

of councils’ funding needs?
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Question Group 5 – What incentives should be 

included?

Implications

• Currently, there are incentives to grow the local housing stock (in the form of 

council tax revenue and New Homes Bonus) and the business rates tax 

base. This could be broadened to incentivise economic growth more 

generally; for example, based on the estimated growth in VAT receipts at 

the local authority level 

• Any incentives would not necessarily need to be “built into” the assessment 

of councils’ funding needs, as suggested in Question 14. In the interests of 

simplicity and transparency, incentives could operate independently from 

the needs assessment formulae. For example, the existing business rates 

retention scheme provides incentives, but does not play a role in 

determining councils’ assessed needs
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Other funding announcements (1)

• Reforming Business Rates Appeals

– October 2015: Government consulted on proposals for a new three-stage 

approach to business rates appeals - Check, Challenge, Appeal

– Amendments needed to existing regulations to reflect the agreed policy and 

to finalise a number of outstanding policy issues

– 16 August 2016: Government published a further consultation document on 

the proposals for reforming the business rates appeals process

• Draft regulations and explanatory notes

• Series of 7 questions (mostly updated versions of original questions)

– Implementation from April 2017 against the new revalued list
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Other funding announcements (2)

• Early Years Funding

– Extending free entitlement to childcare from 15 hours to 30 hours a week

– New national funding formula to allocate funding for both the existing 

universal 15 hour entitlement and the new 30 hour entitlement:

• Universal base rate of funding for each child

• An additional needs factor

• An area cost adjustment

– Losers will lose maximum 10% against 2016-17 baseline and 5% in 2017-18 

and 2018-19

– Three key changes are proposed to try and ensure that providers receive the 

funding they need:

• Pass on 93% of their allocation to providers in 2017-18 and 95% thereafter

• Authorities required to use a ‘universal base rate‘ of funding for all providers from 

2019-20 at the latest

• Simpler and clearer local formulae will be required, with a reduced number of 

funding supplements
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Council tax properties – Valuation Office
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Highest increase was in the 

year to March 2016, with 

206,000 properties added to 

the council tax stock, which is 

more than in any of the 

previous 4 years.

National annual growth of 

0.9%. The highest in London 

(1.1%) and the South West 

(1.0%) and the lowest in the 

North West (0.7%) and 

Yorkshire and Humberside 

(0.7%).



Collection Rates & Arrears for Council Tax
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Varies in 2015/16 as in 

previous years. Metropolitan 

authorities lowest in-year 

collection rates (95.4%) 

compared to Shire Districts, 

who had the highest in-year 

collection rate (98.0%). 

% increase in the cost of 

arrears outstanding in 

Metropolitan (33%) and 

Unitary areas (32%) was 

almost five times greater than 

in London areas (7%) and 

more than double the 

increase in Shire District 

areas (15%).



Budgeted Reserves 2016/17
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After 4 years of continual increase, 

levelling off in 2016/17 in size of 

earmarked reserves

In 2016/17, continuation of the 

trend of the 4 years with no 

significant change to levels of 

unallocated reserves



Actual vs Budgeted Reserves
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After 3 years of continual increase 

in earmarked reserves of £4.6bn 

over the period (or 41%), 2015/16 

represented the first decline by 

£0.4bn (or 3%)

NB 5 authorities with nil returns, 

value £250m earmarked 2014/15

The level of the variance between 

budget and actual was the lowest, 

at £3.7bn, in five years



Summary

• Significant funding changes / uncertainty potentially affecting 2017/18 to 2019/20 

i.e. limited funding certainty

• Fair Funding Review – critical funding change for 2020/21

• Reforms to business rates appeals – potential to reduce volatility / uncertainty 

after April 2017, but will outcomes match objectives?

• Continuing evolution of council tax income trends

• Reserves stabilising but uncertainty from funding reform likely to reverse this
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07775 428145

www.lgfutures.co.uk
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Session 2 – 100% Business Rates Retention 

Consultation 

• Overview, timetable and context

• Main themes, proposals and questions

• Implications, pro’s and con’s, risks and rewards

• Discussions to date in authorities (over to you)
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Overview and timetable

• 100% Business Rates Retention to local government by the end of the parliament 

– 2019/20 or 2020/21

• The consultation paper has 4 sections that include 36 questions it is seeking 

responses on
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Consultation ending          
26 September 2016 

Consultation on the approach to 100% business rates
retention.

Autumn 2016
There will be a further, more technical, consultation on specific
workings of the reformed system.

Early 2017

Government will introduce legislation in this Parliamentary
session to provide the framework for the reforms; with the
expectation that the legislation to be introduced later in the
Parliamentary session.

April 2017
Piloting of the approach to 100% business rates retention to
begin. Further pilots looking to start in 2018.

By end of the Parliament Implementation of 100%



Context

• In the most simple terms, the Fair Funding assessment will determine each 

authority’s starting level of funding in 2020, while the Business Rate Retention 

Scheme determines authorities potential revenue in subsequent years

• The relationship between the Fair Funding Review and the 100% Business Rates 

Retention paper is illustrated in the following slides
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Context (cont.)

• The Fair Funding assessment will determine 

each authority’s starting funding position in 

2020.

• For example, in the accompanying diagram, 

Authority A has baseline funding (■) of £5m

and Authority B has baseline funding of £3m.
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Context (cont.)

• The Business Rate Retention Scheme will 

determine, first of all, the share of business 

rates allocated to an authority. 

• This will be determined by the split in Unitary 

and two tier areas between districts and 

counties.

• In this example, Authority A’s share of 

business rates (■) is £4m, while Authority 

B’s share is £5m.
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Context (cont.)

• After the share of business rates are 

determined, these are compared to 

authorities’ baseline funding levels. 

• If the share of rates is lower than the 

baseline funding level, the authority will 

receive a top up (■). In this example, 

Authority A would receive a top up of £1m.

• If business rates are greater than the 

baseline funding level, the authority will lose 

some of its business rate revenue in the 

form of a tariff (■). In this example, Authority 

B would incur a tariff of £2m.
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Context (cont.)

• Under the proposed system, authorities 

would retain 100% of the growth in their 

share of business rates in future years. 

• Their top up and tariff would remain 

unchanged, after adjusting for inflation.

• This means that if rates grow, an authority 

would benefit from additional revenue 

relative to their baseline funding position 

(+£). Under the current system, some 

authorities may be subject to a levy on this 

growth; however, the government has 

announced its intention to remove this levy 

under the new system. 

• If business rates shrink, then the authority 

would receive less revenue relative to their 

baseline position (-£).
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Context (cont.)

• For each authority, the potential risks or 

rewards of the system are determined by the 

ratio of its initial share of rates (■) to its 

baseline funding (■). The higher this ratio, 

the higher are both the risks and the 

rewards.

• In this example, Authority B faces 

proportionally higher risks and rewards than 

Authority A,  as every 1% change in its 

business rates would be equivalent to a 

larger percentage of its baseline funding.
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Context (cont.)

• Finally, the government intends to continue 

applying a safety net, which will limit the 

potential loss to each authority if its business 

rate shrinks. 

• The safety net is set relative to each 

authority’s baseline funding position. It 

specifies a maximum reduction in revenue 

as a percentage of the baseline funding 

level. 

• In this example, both Authority A and 

Authority B would be guaranteed the same 

maximum reduction of x% of their baseline 

funding. The pound value of this maximum 

reduction (-£) would be greater for Authority 

A, as it has a higher baseline funding level. 
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Context – summary

• The Fair Funding assessment will be the primary determinant of your authority's revenue at 

the outset of updated Business Rate Retention Scheme (and the reset of the business rates 

baseline)

• The share of business rates allocated to an authority will not affect initial levels of funding, 

as higher or lower shares will be exactly offset by higher/lower tariffs and top ups. Only the 

results of the Fair Funding assessment (and of course any business rates baseline reset) 

will affect the initial levels of funding for your authority 

• However, the share of business rates will affect potential revenue gains from growth in your 

authority’s business rates in subsequent years

• A higher share of business rates at the outset will also increase the potential for revenue 

losses. However, the maximum downside risk is limited by the safety net. Based on the 

current system, the maximum loss to a shire district’s revenue, as a percentage of its 

baseline funding position, will be the same regardless of its initial share of business rates
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Consultation Paper: 4 Main themes

• Devolution of Responsibilities

• The Business Rates System

• Local Tax flexibilities

• Accountability and accounting
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Devolution of responsibilities – Main issues 

addressed

• The extra responsibilities that local government will take on alongside the 

additional 50% business rates income

• Grant payments to continue where responsibilities exceed business rates 

revenue … but not replicating RSG

• It provides principles / characteristics for grants to be rolled in 

• List of potential extra responsibilities – a new responsibility does not need to 

match all criteria outlined

• Could be differences between authorities with / without Combined authorities

• Potential funding for responsibilities for Devolution deals from business rates 

retention – current estimate £0.8bn. More this grows the less to be transferred 

across local government

• Outline of grant funding for devolution deals

• Use of pilot data analysis to inform the long term 100% rate retention system

• Continuation of new burdens doctrine
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Devolution of responsibilities – criteria

Build on strengths of local 

government

Support drive for economic growth

Opportunity for greater integration Support local authorities role in driving local 

economic growth

Removes barriers to innovation Build on ambition in LEP or City Deal

Appetite from local government

Capacity at a local level
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Improve outcomes for 

users/local people

Medium term financial impact 

Flexibility to tailor local services Costs and demand predictable and stable over time

Service provision can reflect 

distribution of need

Relative demand across authorities stable over time

Timeline for devolution allows local preparation

Sensible fit with business rates as a funding stream



Value of grants outlined and link to economic growth
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Estimated 

Value (£bn)

Tier 

affected

Link to 

economic 

growth

RSG 2.3 Both No

RSDG 0.1 Both No

GLA Transport 1.0 GLA Yes

Public Health 3.1 Upper No

IBCF 1.5 Upper No

Independent Living Fund 0.2 Upper No

Early Years 3.9 Upper No

Youth Justice 0.2 Upper No

LCTS admin & HB benefit 

pensioner admin

0.3 Both (not CC) Yes

Attendance Allowance 4.6 Upper No

Devolution deals 0.8 Combined Yes



Devolution of responsibilities - Main risks and 

rewards

• Potential for future increased demand, unfunded

• Potential for decline in business rates revenue to impact on delivery of extra 

responsibility

• Where extra responsibilities have high levels of fixed costs/demand, reduced 

business rates income could require additional reductions to current services

• Combined impact of all individual responsibilities transferred on ratio of business 

rates income to baseline funding will highlight revised risk / reward to an authority

• How grants are rolled is critical i.e. transparency regarding responsibilities and 

current / future years’ funding

• Potential for combined authorities to change relative shares, affecting risk and 

reward ratios

• Could pilot data analysis lead to late changes to implementation?

• Potential future risks of transferred costs impacting on size of budgeted reserves 

needed 
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Devolution of responsibilities - Technical Group 

comments

• What will the be the value of the quantum transferred?

• The more included for devolution deals, the less across rest of local government

• Further analysis of service areas for new responsibilities needed

• Emphasis on connections to economic growth and public services reform

• Confirmation that RSG, RSDG, the City of London offset and the Transport for 

London (TfL) capital grant should be ‘assumed as given’ 

• Current funding formulae used at date of transfer

• EU funding post Brexit rolled in?

• Workshops set up to consider over August
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Impact of rolling in extra responsibilities across 

types of authorities
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Type of authority Impact on ‘safety net’

District Council

Increases the value of the differential between baseline 

and safety net therefore extra financial risk is 

introduced where don’t collect business rates at 

baseline

County Council

Increases the value of the differential between baseline 

and safety net therefore extra financial risk is 

introduced where don’t collect business rates at 

baseline – but at current percentage split this is for 

many Counties a theoretical additional risk

Unitary Council

Increases the value of the differential between baseline 

and safety net therefore extra financial risk is 

introduced where don’t collect business rates at 

baseline



Devolution of responsibilities – Questions

• Question 1: Which of these identified grants / responsibilities do you think are the 

best candidates to be funded from retained business rates?

• Question 2: Are there other grants / responsibilities that you consider should be 

devolved instead of or alongside those identified above?

• Question 3: Do you have any views on the range of associated budgets that 

could be pooled at the Combined Authority level?

• Question 4: Do you have views on whether some or all of the commitments in 

existing and future deals could be funded through retained business rates?

• Question 5: Do you agree that we should continue with the new burdens doctrine 

post-2020?
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The Business Rates System – Government 

overview

• Stronger incentives to boost growth, reward for those who take bold decisions to 

further increase growth

• Decide how income is shared across different tiers, rewarding areas which have 

moved to reformed governance through devolution

• Looking at how risk is shared to ensure longer term plans can be made including 

to support investment in growth; authorities adequately protected from business 

rates volatility and shocks in business rates income

• Make the system simple to operate and understand 

• Aims we can all subscribe to, but aims that in many ways compete and conflict 

with each other therefore all will inevitably be compromised
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The Business Rates System – Main issues 

addressed

• Resets

• Redistribution and Revaluation

• Shares including Enterprise Zones

• Risks including lists, Appeals and shocks
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Resets – Main issues addressed

• Balance between keeping all growth and distribution of funding across authorities 

• Resets could be on a fixed periodic basis or be variably driven by key indicators 

(e.g. number of authorities requiring safety net payments)

– Former clear, objective, creates certainty

– Latter subjective and creates uncertainty

• Period between resets

– Infrequent, potential for some councils to be unable to deliver core services, more likely 

that some authorities will hit safety net

– Frequent, weakens incentive to grow / less likely some authorities will hit the safety net

• Future materiality of business rates

– More frequent resets / clarity on resets more important than ever
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The spectrum of resets
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Type of reset Main issues outlined by CLG

Full reset of the system, 
including all achieved 
growth, frequently (e.g. 
every 5 years).

This would ensure that business rates income was frequently 
redistributed to meet changes in relative need, and that local 
authorities would retain a ‘growth incentive’ for the five years between 
resets.

Reset the system, including 
all achieved growth, 
infrequently (e.g. every 20 
years), or never.

This would set a single baseline for local authorities based on their 
relative need at a fixed point in time. Any growth local authorities saw 
after this baseline was set could then be incorporated into budgets. 
However, any reduction in income would also need to be managed by 
a local authority, which could see reduced income affecting the delivery 
of local services. This approach could mean that some local authorities 
are heavily dependent on the safety net.

A partial reset of the system 
on a frequent basis.

We could operate a partial reset of the system every 5 years. Under a 
partial reset we would still adjust for changes in relative need and 
business rates income but to a lesser extent that under a full reset. 
This option could give authorities a greater incentive for growth than (a) 
but give greater protection for services than (b). This option would 
allow local government to carry some growth over the reset, but might 
also require them to retain some losses.



Resets – Main risks and rewards

• The largest financial risk (and reward) in the system … and the wrong systemic outcome 

likely to erode sustainability of the new system i.e. rewards end early

• But responses entirely driven by perspective …..

• Perspective on what the aim for the funding for local government should be … is it to fund 

services or is to stimulate economic growth?

• Perspective on how and where you think growth (reward), stability (stagnation) and decline 

(risk) in levels of business rates income will emerge relative to your locality

• Independent advisors more convinced that whether you gain or lose is mostly a lottery (i.e. 

relative to baseline); and that relationship to local stimulus is a weak causal link with gain 

often driven by where you are (e.g. Inner London; major urban conurbation) 

• Key issue – to ensure growth is retained by local government and not used to allow 

additional services to be rolled into the baseline (or taken back via negative RSG)
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Resets - Technical Group comments

• Reward for increasing the value of properties in a particular locale ought to be 

rewarded rather than being re-based out at every revaluation 
– This would only work if revaluation was not revenue neutral nationally (i.e. businesses ending up 

paying more), otherwise for every £1 gained in an area, it would be lost elsewhere

• All authorities should be able to keep a significant percentage of business rates 

income, which is not subject to redistribution or resets
– All authorities are / will be keeping a significant percentage (with only tariffs used to ensure baseline 

need is funded nationally).  Having an element excluded from Resets could work e.g. such as EZs / 

City Deals, but this would need to be site specific, rather than a percentage, as gains would be 

diluted in areas where business rate gains are tied to funding investment

• ‘Maybe’ a benefit to the idea of ‘partial resets’ but even then a full reset would be 

needed at some point
– This may be a definition issue: the important feature needs to be that local government retains the 

growth (and it is not taken by a back door method e.g. tariff / top up adjustment)
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Resets – questions

• Question 6: Do you agree that we should fix reset periods for the system?

• Question 7: What is the right balance in the system between rewarding growth 

and redistributing to meet changing need?

• Question 8: Having regard to the balance between rewarding growth and 

protecting authorities with declining resources, how would you like to see a partial 

reset work? 
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Redistribution and revaluation – Main issues 

addressed

• Tariffs and Top Ups to continue

• Adjustments to redistributable amounts may need to be more frequent to reflect 

changes in relative need

• Currently revaluation 5 yearly, plan to move to 3 yearly

• Continue with revenue neutral revaluations

• Potential for Mayor wide or combined baselines with locally appropriate 

governance to minimise redistribution of rates
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Redistribution and revaluation - main risks and 

rewards

• Stability of top ups and tariffs, if more frequent adjustments are required

• Revenue neutral revaluations are not neutral locally, and to date no local 

government experience to demonstrate they are neutral nationally

• Impact if have a revaluation three years after April 2017 (i.e. April 2020)

• Regional or sub-regional pooling / redistribution – is this unnecessary extra 

complexity?
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Redistribution and revaluation – Questions

• Question 9: Is the current system of tariffs and top-ups the right one for 

redistribution between local authorities?

• Question 10: Should we continue to adjust retained incomes for individual local 

authorities to cancel out the effect of future revaluations?
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Shares (and EZ) – Main issues addressed

• View on experience to date under 50% rates retention

• Shares for Combined Authority Mayors

• Should Fire Authority funding be removed from business rates retention?

• Role of EZ under 100% rates retention – continued disregard for income above 

current baseline in calculating ‘cost neutrality’ 

• Potential for other growth incentives 
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Impact of rolling in extra responsibilities across 

types of authorities and shares changing
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Type of 
authority

Impact on ‘safety net’ Impact of shares changing

District
Council

Increases the value of the differential 
between baseline and safety net therefore 
extra financial risk is introduced where don’t 
collect business rates at baseline

Decreases potential gains and rewards; 
Reduction will not increase any potential 
for additional reward

County 
Council

Increases the value of the differential 
between baseline and safety net therefore 
extra financial risk is introduced where don’t 
collect business rates at baseline – but at 
current percentage split this is for many 
Counties a theoretical additional risk

Increased percentage will increase any 
potential for additional reward / loss but 
also make more real the potential for the 
additional risk from grants rolled in 
materialising

Unitary 
Council

Increases the value of the differential 
between baseline and safety net therefore 
extra financial risk is introduced where don’t 
collect business rates at baseline

Greater level of financial risk and reward



Shares – Technical group comments

• Potentially not fair reflection on contribution to economic growth

• Should more risk and reward be more evenly shared? Exposing upper tier 

authorities to more volatility and potentially less reward to lower tier authorities

• ‘Gearing’ a critical factor

• Spilt of funding should not be seen in isolation, but in connection with other 

changing factors

• Potential pilot programme from April 2017 to test out options and issues arising
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Shares – Questions

• Question 11: Should Mayoral Combined Authority areas have the opportunity to be given 

additional powers and incentives, as set out above?

• Question 12: What has your experience been of the tier splits under the current 50% rates 

retention scheme? What changes would you want to see under 100% rates retention 

system?

• Question 13: Do you consider that fire funding should be removed from the business rates 

retention scheme and what might be the advantages and disadvantages of this approach?

• Question 14: What are your views on how we could further incentivise growth under a 100% 

retention scheme? Are there additional incentives for growth that we should consider?
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Risks including lists, Appeals and shocks – Main 

issues addressed

• Risk profile for individual authorities varies enormously

– High single rateable value or prevalence of certain types of property

• How to manage risks at different geographical levels

– National; Local and Area lists

• Managing risk from successful appeals

– National vs local models

• Operation of future safety net

– Potential for area based safety net, with local determination of area-level protection 

• Testing new approaches in pilot areas
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Risks including lists, Appeals and shocks – Main 

risks and rewards

• Less on central list = more risk; More on central list = less risk but likely less 

reward

• National based management of risk – how to make equitable and affordable (in 

particular at times of recession)

• Area lists

– Potential to fill with largest risks, a ‘dumping’ ground, will there be a new form of game 

playing?

– Who to manage, how to be transparent and be accountable

• Funding of safety net – how to link to relative need and affordability 
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Risks including lists, Appeals and shocks –

Technical group comments

• The importance of factoring in future unfunded pressures due to demographic growth and demand 

pressures

• The risk of assuming that business rates income will grow, particularly in light of changes to the ways in 

which new businesses operate (e.g. with less need for large premises)

• How a safety net should be financed. In particular, if regional safety nets are considered, a position will 

need to be formed on borrowing across regions

• The importance of matching any increased risk devolved to a sub-national level with increased powers to 

control and manage that risk

• Should the original estimate for the appeals-adjusted Multiplier prove erroneous, it could be adjusted in 

subsequent years – either upwards or downwards depending upon the variation experienced

• Additional amounts raised from the appeals-adjusted Multiplier would need to be pooled and distributed 

in accordance to actual appeals losses experienced

• Explore a refinement to the Safety Net criteria that provides for the loss of a single property even if the 

net overall result does not push the authority below the 92.5% threshold.

• Calls to increase the number of assets on the Central List may largely arise due to the risk of any 

individual property being removed from the Local List and associated impact on retained rates. A 

modified Safety Net system that additionally takes account of extremely large individual losses would be 

a better solution
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Risks including lists, Appeals and shocks –

Questions

• Question 15: Would it be helpful to move some of the ‘riskier’ hereditaments off local lists? If 

so, what type of hereditaments should be moved?

• Question 16: Would you support the idea of introducing area level lists in Combined 

Authority areas? If so, what type of properties could sit on these lists, and how should 

income be used? Could this approach work for other authorities?

• Question 17: At what level should risk associated with successful business rates appeals be 

managed? Do you have a preference for local, area (including Combined Authority), or 

national level (across all local authorities) management as set out in the options above?

• Question 18: What would help your local authority better manage risks associated with 

successful business rates appeals?

• Question 19: Would pooling risk, including a pool-area safety net, be attractive to local 

authorities?

• Question 20: What level of income protection should a system aim to provide? Should this 

be nationally set, or defined at area levels?
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Local tax flexibilities – Main issues addressed

Reduction to multiplier

• Power to reduce multiplier across the area – structural tool to be used across the 

area

• Potential to be used by any relevant authority i.e. district, county, unitary, 

Combined Authority?

• Mechanism for increasing multiplier back to national norm

• Role for the Combined Authority Mayor

Infrastructure Levy

• New Infrstarucutre Levy of 2p – for Combined Authority Mayors

– Should there be protection for less expensive properties?

– If so, national or local threshold?

– LEP approval required

• Prospectus to establish duration, purpose

• Funds raised to be used on infrastructure

• Potential for multiple smaller levies?
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Local tax flexibilities - Main risks and rewards

• Implications of lost revenue to an authority

– Loss of revenue certain, gain to revenue uncertain: a very blunt policy tool

• Ability to rebalance income should other sources also decline / costs increase

– Once reduced, how easy will it be to increase again n.b. SBRR 

• The competition for businesses

– Will it reduce total income available to local government?

• The complexity of any system

– The sectoral and authority capacity to manage effectively to deliver actual results

• Managing the performance information

– How will positive outcomes be measured?
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Local tax flexibilities - Technical Group comments

• Multiplier Flexibility - the power to increase the multiplier should be extended to 

all local authorities

• Not all Local Enterprise Partnerships have a strong business element

• Could high value properties be excluded from the benefit? Implications for state 

aid calculations

• Fire authorities relationship to discounted multiplier

• Interaction with mandatory reliefs – a reduction in the multiplier would reduce the 

amount of mandatory relief provided

• Billing and precepting authorities should be accounted for separately with 

decisions of one not impacting upon the other
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Local tax flexibilities – Questions

• Question 21: What are your views on which authority should be able to reduce the multiplier and 

how the costs should be met?

• Question 22: What are your views on the interaction between the power to reduce the multiplier 

and the local discount powers?

• Question 23: What are your views on increasing the multiplier after a reduction?

• Question 24: Do you have views on the above issues or on any other aspects of the power to 

reduce the multiplier?

• Question 25: What are your views on what flexibility levying authorities should have to set a 

rateable value threshold for the levy?

• Question 26: What are your views on how the infrastructure levy should interact with existing BRS 

powers?

• Question 27: What are your views on the process for obtaining approval for a levy from the LEP?

• Question 28: What are your views on arrangements for the duration and review of levies?

• Question 29: What are your views on how infrastructure should be defined for the purposes of the 

levy?

• Question 30: What are your views on charging multiple levies, or using a single levy to fund 

multiple infrastructure projects?

• Question 31: Do you have views on the above issues or on any other aspects of the power to 

introduce an infrastructure levy?
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Accountability & accounting – Government 

overview

• Balance of local and central accountability including in relation to new 

responsibilities

• Current methods of accounting for business rates – do they need to change

• Future information requirements – what should these be?
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Accountability & accounting – Main issues 

addressed

• How to change the process for allocating funding to increase certainty, providing 

councils with flexibility to set budgets in good time

– Change to date for NNDR1?

• Continued national scrutiny of Parliament

– Potential to amend the funding being raised by business rates?

• No benefit to removing Collection Fund

– Not sure why the need to state this when there has been an established one on council 

tax 

• Role for NNDR1 and NNDR3

• Keep the requirement for a balanced budget but does how the balanced budget is 

calculated need to change?
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Accountability & accounting – balanced budget 

requirement

Calculation (per CLG) Commentary on change since introduction

Net service expenditure Unchanged

Other expenditure Unchanged

RSG and other grants Much reduced

Forecast business rates income (n.b.

not part of the calculation in 1992) 

Much increased, improved monitoring and forecasting 

will be critical

Transfer to / from reserves More volatile, implications for the presumed levels of 

reserves prudently required

Council tax requirement (n.b. 

capping not so extensive or low in 

1992, and worked differently) 

Link to business rates and use of reserves much 

strengthened, greater flexibility would reduce strains on 

reserves to facilitate balanced budget 
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Accountability & accounting – Technical Group 

comments

• Anomaly between Collection Fund and levy/safety net payment

– Merging the levy/safety net payment into the Collection Fund account mentioned

– Will this be necessary in the future, in part depends on what replaces the safety net 

and how this is funded
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Accountability & accounting – Questions

• Question 32: Do you have any views on how to increase certainty and strengthen 

local accountability for councils in setting their budgets?

• Question 33: Do you have views on where the balance between national and local 

accountability should fall, and how best to minimise any overlaps in accountability?

• Question 34: Do you have views on whether the requirement to prepare a Collection 

Fund Account should remain in the new system?

• Question 35: Do you have views on how the calculation of a balanced budget may be 

altered to be better aligned with the way local authorities run their business?

• Question 36: Do you have views on how the Business Rates data collection activities 

may be altered to collect and record information in a more timely and transparent 

manner?
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Summary
• The consultation is aiming to tackle some fundamental questions e.g. 

– The reset: type and frequency

– The local split

– Increased freedoms on setting the rate

– Dealing with appeals 

– Retaining growth 

• Authorities need to be careful in responding i.e. their positon now (well above or 

below the baseline) maybe be reversed come 2020.  Be careful what you wish for

• Local Government should be looking to secure the following (at least) . . .

– Transparency on funding rolled in (current and future years)

– Retain growth as a sector

– Increased freedoms on the rate of the multiplier

– Reducing the scope for central government to interfere in the future

• At this stage it is perhaps easier to respond in principle. The next consultation 

may polarise views due to the potential local financial implications e.g. 2 vs 5 

years to set the baseline 
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